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Moroccanoil intense hydrating mask target

The image is not available for Culver: If your hair needs some TLC, it's an incredibly fast boost with intense Moroccan hydrating masks, a powerful product that moisturizes and nourishes. Especially formulated for use on medium to thick hair that suffers from dryness, this mask works fast to restore the condition of your hair, to give you softer, smoother locks, no entanglement.
Argan oil rich in nutrients re-balances your hair's natural fat levels for mega hydration. Vitamin E locks in moisture, and the exact combination of nutrition ingredients gives you a brighter, more manageable hair that shines with health, and improves stretching levels for easier lightening. Product featuresMoroccanoil intense hydration mask is made to target protected ultraviolet and
shiny hair. This intense Moroccan hydration mask contains argan oil that helps to protect hair against ultraviolet radiation. How to useTowel dry freshly washed hair to remove the wettest hair when still wet, apply a generous layer of mask and brush or shoulder to distribute evenly for five to seven minutes and then wash thoroughly. For best results, use once or twice a week by
leading salon specialists and hair care experts, Morocco is developing a respectable reputation for its strong collection of style products. Whether you have curly locks, wavy hair or thin tresses, Moroccan shampoos, sprays and mousses for any hair type. Extreme Moroccanoil size hydration mask products are available in the following sizes:Argan oil ingredients.Please be aware
that the ingredients may change or vary from time to time so please refer to product packaging for the most up-to-date list. Delivery &amp; ReturnsDelivery InformationStandard Delivery - £3.95 (2-3 working days)Next working day delivery £4.95 For orders placed by 6pm Monday - Friday and before 12pm on SundayWorldwide delivery available. Supplements can apply to delivery
outside the UK, but pay to see for more information. ReturnsIt is good if you change your opinion about this intense hydration mask by Moroccanoil, this retailer offers a 28-day return policy for unavailable, unoopped products with all the original seals intact. Full product return information is available during feelUnique payment process. Featured In8 Best Hair Masks for Dry &amp;
Damaged Hair
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